Understand Your Brand.
Build Your Business.

BRAND EQUITY & OPPORTUNITIES
RESEARCH STUDY

The Industry Leader in Market Research

What Does a Brand Mean?
Everything. To you, and to your community.
As a funeral director, you have a special relationship with the community you
serve. As much as any other profession, you ask families to place their trust in you
at a difficult time. Your brand tells your prospects what you and your company
stand for. In a very real sense, it’s a promise…communicating the principles and
values that drive your business.

“

The Legacy Funeral Group
philosophy is to continuously
strive for improvement in our
operations with the objective
of increasing market share.
This can be a challenge when
acquiring funeral homes as
there are many factors to
consider particularly in a
market where we are without
a long time employee or when
we are considering a long term
investment in new facilities.
It is in these situations
where we have depended on
consumer attitude research
from MKJ. The research is
professionally conducted, and
the analysis has proven to
be accurate.

“

– Michael Soper, President
Legacy Funeral Group

“

As a growth oriented
organization, Foundation Partners
often considers opportunities
for new construction as well as
acquisition; in either case, the
investment is significant and we
need to minimize our risk, which
is when we consider market
research. MKJ’s market research
service has proven accurate and
protects our anonymity.

“

– Justin Baxley, Senior VP
Chief Customer Officer

Large companies use consumer research to review their brand image on a regular
basis. MKJ Marketing assists funeral professionals by conducting that important
evaluation, especially if they’re faced with one of the following situations:
• When it becomes apparent that your prospects don’t identify with or believe
in the principles your business represents. Your “position” in their range of
choices is not relevant or important, or your firm is perceived as moribund,
stale or outmoded.
• When the industry undergoes significant change. You assume consumers
know you provide cremation but consumers still perceive the process as
something new, and seek out the recognized speacilist.
• A change in management or ownership can cause your prospect to question the
brand promise of your firm. Especially if the owner or manager has been closely
identified with the business.
• When you are attempting to expand your brand. If your firm builds a new
facility, or you acquire another business, ask yourself whether your firm’s
current brand image will extend to the new facility when building or acquiring.

Image of a Selected Firm in the Area

What is Your Brand Equity?
Discounting is rampant in funeral service; the funeral businesses most impacted
by lower price competitors are those with the weakest brands. When your brand
equity is weak you lose:
• Market share
• Profit margins
• Economic growth potential
• Prestige for your firm and your family within the community and market
• Your ability to recruit quality associates
• Return on investment in advertising and marketing
MKJ Marketing’s research study develops a specific definition of your target audience.
Understanding your community enables you to build lasting connections with them.
The Brand Equity & Opportunity research study answers the business questions
that keep clients up at night:
• How do we better understand the prospects in our community?
• How do we communicate the value of our services to them?
• Why do families select my firm, and why do they select competitors?
• What information is the funeral home shopper really seeking?
• What is my brand strategy? Do I even have one?
• How do potential clients perceive my firm compared to my competitors?
• How can I make my advertising messaging and communications more
impactful and effective?
There’s more than one type of market research and MKJ Marketing has extensive
experience in every methodology.
• Qualitative Research, Focus Groups and Test Panels
• Quantitative Consumer Attitude Studies
• Mixed method or hybrid research
These tools and methods allow us to “zero in” on the strengths – and weaknesses –
of your firm’s competitive position in the market. And they determine exactly what
needs to be done to enhance and strengthen your position. It may be as simple as a
small change in your advertising message.

Your Company’s Brand is Your
Most Important Asset
Every business and professional service has an image
Think about the companies and products that are part of our daily lives. Nike,
Coca-Cola. Amazon. Batesville Casket. You don’t see many ads from these
companies, but you think of them all the time because they have a strong brand
image. Their brand is so strong, advertising becomes redundant.

EVERY BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
HAS AN IMAGE

You Should Consider
Investing In The
MKJ Brand Equity &
Opportunity Research
Study If:
• Your firm is the market leader
• Cremation rate is greater or
lower than competitors’
• Your funeral home is losing
volume
• Your average sale is lower than
competitors’
• You are considering acquiring
an existing firm
• Or considering building a new
facility		
Business success is not based upon
call volume, but what your business
means to you and your family.
Funeral home owners invest their
greatest resource in their business:
their time.
Call us today for more information.
Isn’t it worth the investment to know
you’re optimizing your life’s work?

Q & A: Let Us Answer Your Questions
don’t want data, I want results. How is the information
Q: Iput
to work to make a difference in my business?
most common research study conducted by MKJ
A: The
Marketing is in regard to new locations or acquisitions
under consideration. The purpose of the study is to
predict how many cases the new facility will conduct
in the first year and the fifth year. Many studies are
conducted to analyze current trade areas; why do
people in a community select one funeral home and
not another and what can be done to increase volume
and market share. After the studies are conducted, the
results are reported to the client in a comprehensive
study, a Communication Plan is created which details
specifically what marketing and promotional efforts
should be taken to improve the client’s position in
the market.

Q: How is the data collected?
research is conducted by telephone interviews.
A: The
Only male and female, head of households age 45 and
over are sampled. The objective of the research is to
determine the attitudes of the entire community, thus
the sample group is selected through random sampling.

Have you ever visited a funeral home website?

Q: Does MKJ Marketing collect the data?
Marketing’s research affiliate, Wiese Research
A: MKJ
Associates of Omaha, Nebraska conducts the
telephone interviews and compiles the data using
computer software developed for this purpose by the
Batesville Casket Company Marketing Department
with the assistance of Dr. Roger Blackwell.
everyone in town know that I conducted a
Q: Will
market research study?
study is conducted in such a way as to protect
A: The
the client’s anonymity. When the sample group is
contacted, the interviewers introduce themselves as
a research analyst with Wiese Research Associates
conducting national research.
long does it take to conduct a Market Profile
Q: How
Study?
Marketing will forward an information package
A: MKJ
including a Confidential Information Form. Complete
the CIF and return it to MKJ with a map of the area to
be researched and one-third deposit. The report will
be completed within eight weeks.

Owning or intending to purchase
cemetery property
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